Fixed Stars
An introduction for illustrations and text about some fixed stars and their energies, which are
significant to the evolutions in our Solar System, inclusive Earth.
Some fundamental facts are necessary for people, to grasp the idea of how the Universe can be, and
is, a living Being, maintained by Law, cause/effect, etc. There is One Highest Spirit or God, or
Being, Which can be defined as Infinity and Absoluteness, but Who also is manifested through
limited forms.
The Universe is, in short, an aggregate of almost innumerable levels of consciousness, so that the
entire “Divine Comedy” can be played. All beings, all creatures, large or small, are parts of God. In
order to obtain relative consciousness, spirits of all types and levels, must be clothed into forms,
vehicles of some kind, in the Universal Mother. It is taught in the Arcane Wisdom that all that
exists, is appearances of spirit beings. As above, so below.
Then for a star, a Heavenly Being is the cause behind this form, wrought in space, in its matrix. But
there exist many types and orders of Celestials who, more or less formed into light bodies, have
more incomprehensible functions than Creator Gods have.
Now, with the intention in mind, of making further inroads into astronomy and astrology, two
sciences that ought to be combined, maybe we can get a glimpse of the Realm of the wondrous
Creator Gods:
This Realm of Form Builders stretches upwards and downwards in levels and sizes, far beyond the
ken of man. After having evolved for aeons in known and unknown evolutions and Kingdoms,
inclusive the Human Kingdom, some of these Gods undertake great sacrifices in causing the
appearance of cosmic size atoms and particles like planets, stars, constellations etc. Such more or
less dense celestial spheres are the “bodies” of the Creator Gods.
It is chiefly the ability to select, transform and weave cosmic-psychological flows, and to maintain a
complicated thoughtform for long ages, that qualifies the Creator Gods for such offices, together
with the loving sacrifice. This incurs degrees of self-limitation, to the benefit of hosts of lesser
beings.
The foundation for astrology is emanation, transmission and reception of energies, along the lines of
affinity, triangles and old relations, in cyclic movements, between entities Who rule the spherical
bodies in space. Isn’t it joyful and meaningful that the Universe is not a random “Big Bang”?
Even on our little planet, we register a growing number of energies coming in and being adapted.
An appellation often used instead of Creator God, is “Logos” (singular and “Logoi”, (plural). This
word is of Greek origin, here meaning the innate purpose and vision, being expressed through the
creative word (mantram). Compare with the concept of the cosmic AUM. Among creative Heaven
Beings, the Logoi of planets are the least. But They are far greater in mind and virtues, than any
being on Earth. Then again, a Solar Logos has achieved a far more developed consciousness, Love
and Wisdom than a planetary Logos.
People on Earth have had Sun religions where the Sun was God, worshipped by the people because
of Its physical effects, whereas the priesthood knew of the Existence Who rules throughout all
levels and aspects of the Sun. But even the Solar Logos bends Its shining head to a Cosmic Logos, a
far loftier and more inscrutable Being, the central Ruler of a number (seven+) of Solar Systems.
And so it continues, the next One up, being the inconceivable Cerreon Logos.
But the chain of love, relations and service proceeds infinitely.
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Great Bear
Great Bear, Sirius and Pleiades constitute a superior trinity in esoteric astrology. These heavenly
families form a great many relations and triangles between themselves, and with other stars in the
cosmic energy web. The very powerful energies from Great Bear often get conditioned by Little
Bear and Polaris; but most of the paths of energy-flow described in this series, are not in detail.
The paternal Great Bear radiates the seven Rays. God is One, but the unfoldment from oneness to
manifold causes the One to become Three. The possible combinations of three is seven throughout
Creation, all being in the One Life. It is of prime importance to real understanding of this subject,
that the seven Rays, in this little part of our galaxy, are being distributed via Great Bear, onwards
and together with the twelve Signs in Their seasons, down to our Sun and planets, all the time
intelligently directed by the proper Beings.
Ray 1:
Ray 2:
Ray 3:
Ray 4:
Ray 5:
Ray 6:
Ray 7:

Will and Power.
Love and Wisdom.
Active Intelligence.
Harmony through Conflict, Beauty.
Concrete Knowledge.
Idealism, Devotion.
Ceremonial Magic, Organization.

Each of the seven Rays is transmitted via three of twelve Zodiac Signs; not to be confused with the
twelve “houses” in the aura of Earth. In some instances only one or a few of the stars in a Sign is or
are transformers and conveyers of a Ray, or of the Sign. It should be mentioned that planet Earth,
with Its Beings, has effects on, and importance to other planets and some stars and great Beings.
For details on esoteric astrology, see the book on this, by Alice A. Bailey, who received dictation
from the expert, Master Djwhal Khul. At the conclusion on Great Bear, an especially powerful Ray
one connection ought to be presented, issuing from the star Merak in Great Bear, through Aries and
the planets Vulcan and Pluto, to planet Earth (which Itself is on Ray three, relative to the other
planets in our Solar System.
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The Pleiades
Pleiades, also called the Seven Mothers or Daughters of Atlas, are almost a counterbalance to Great
Bear. They hold the Mother aspect, not unlike Virgo. The Pleiades stars may appear to be situated
in the neck of the Sign Taurus, but They are much further away, viewed from Earth. But the SevenStar carries some Taurean influences with It, on Its path towards our System.
The Pleiades are among the constellations referred to in the Old Testament, in the Book of Job. The
“Voice from the Whirlwind” speaks to Job, 38:9:9: “He Who made the Bear, Orion and Pleiades,
and the chambers (sectors) of the south”. Job 38:31-32: “Canst thou bind the sweet influences of the
Seven-Star (Pleiades), or loosen the bands (chains?) of Orion? Canst thou bring forth the twelve
Signs in their times? Or canst thou guide Arcturus with his Sons (the Bear)?”
The “sweet”, loving, soothing, bluish energies of Pleiades were known in old times.
The Babylonian Talmud states: “If it were not for the heat of Orion, the World could not exist
because of the cold Pleiades; and if it were not for the cold Pleiades, the World could not exist
because of the heat of Orion.” The universal Love is “cold.”
Great Bear and Pleiades act together through seven of the Zodiac Signs. About the course of
energies from the Zodiac to the Sun and planets, see the series of illustrations on the twelve Signs:
http://www.birgittefich.dk/index.php?pid=77
As Sirius stimulates the mind of the Solar Logos (primarily), the Pleiades stimulate the minds of the
Planetary Logoi, and next the minds of developed humans.
An example of combination:
→ Gemini →
Mercury → Earth

Pleiades
→ Sagittarius →
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Sirius
Sirius – This very luminous star, the brightest and rather near, has always been regarded as of great
significance, and this for very profound reasons. A mighty spiritual Lodge and connected
institutions are situated in the vicinity of the visible Sirius.
From there a number of suns and planets are being monitored and supervised. Our Solar Logos has
a close connection with the Sirian Logos, Who is on a much higher level of consciousness and
virtues, and almost a proto-type. Even our Planetary Logos, a relatively minor Being, has from an
unike ancient reason, a place in the mind of this great sirian Creator God. Because of this
connection, the greater part of the redeemed Earth Humanity may naturally, at its time, choose a
Path into Higher Evolution, which leads to Sirius. This being a cosmic center of universal Mind,
Love and Freedom, those who tread this Path, get such aspects developed.
The transmission of energies from Sirius in many cases gets conditioned by the Pleiades, and the
candidates for Sirius get their joyful path blissfully smoothened by pleiadean support. Sirian Higher
Mind often is being stepped down by Regulus in Leo.
The main purpose of this series on fixed stars, is to demonstrate some of the mighty providence,
intelligence and co-operation expressed by the Creator Gods. The shifting, interlacing streams of
energies and triangulations may awaken some revelation about these great Beings Who partake in
developments, even on planets, directing suitable stimuli in various cycles. Different evolutions of
beings co-operate in the works.
In this region of our galaxy, there is great interest and wonder about the experiment of redemption
in play on our planet, this little point of light within the solar sphere. It is being watched how sort of
electrical charge is building up in the three major centres on Earth, which are Shamballa, the
Hierarchy of Masters, and Humanity. This is especially agonizing, still for a while, to many of this
“flock of sheep”, man on Earth; but this developing Science of Redemption is of great importance
to a much larger theatre than our Solar System.
One of the present astro combinations being effected towards Earth:
→ Cancer →
Saturn → Earth

Sirius
→ Capricorn →
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Regulus
Regulus (Latin) means “Little King”. This star is also called “Basiliskos”. Regulus, the “Heart” of
Leo, is to star gazers, a triple system but with a bright blue-white main star. The qualities of this star
are individuality, self-consciousness and domination. But Regulus is “overruled” by Sirius, and the
relation is like higher self/lower self. Three influences are known to focus in, and go via Regulus.
A triangle, Leo-Polaris-Dubhe (in Great Bear) has a similar quality of lower self, relatively, on the
cosmic octave.
The Rays one and five flow through Leo. Remember the Sphinx. It symbolizes Leo and Virgo (soul
and form), two energies of great importance at the development of man, and, through earlier having
been unified as one Sign, in the present world period with conscious duality, the Sphinx is of two
Signs. In a distant future Virgo is to be united with Libra, as one Sign, in relation to the balanced
Humanity, then.
In the nearer future, a Regulus/Libra combination is intended to cause more righteous legislation.
The dividing or merging of parts of the Zodiac, is influenced both from Heaven and from Earth.

Spica
Spica – (Wheat Spike) is one of the brightest stars in the sky, in the large Sign of Virgo, a most
important Sign in the Zodiac, in particular to human beings on Earth and abouts. The symbolism
and the influences cover a very long period. See “Regulus”. The Virgin is often pictured holding a
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wheat spike. The wheat, it is said, is of Venusians origin, so the wheat spike may symbolize love,
fertility and nutriment. Rays two and six pass through Virgo, which is an earth Sign.
But there is more that could be of interest. The word “Virgo” is a distortion of the Atlantean name
of a mother-goddess and the Mother aspect. The matriarchy was dominant for much longer than the
newer patriarchy is going to last. It is significant that of the three earth Signs, Virgo is (figuratively)
the deep, dark, sheltering cave. Taurus, the bull, is the sovereign of the plains. Capricorn, the Ibex,
climbs the mountain tops.
Virgo has three feminine aspects, expressed over time, by Eve, Isis and Mary.
Opposite of Virgo is Pisces. Earlier the Sign Pisces was depicted as a mermaid, the fish goddess.
Both Cancer and Pisces have functions of a similar kind as Virgo.
Matter and form are subordinate to Spirit. At the age of twelve, Jesus said to his worried mother
Mary: “Wist ye not that I must be about my Father’s calling?

Formalhaut
Formalhaut (In “Piscis Austrinus”) – Formalhaut (Arabic, “mouth of the fish”), the eighteenth
brightest star. The water of life, the energies of Aquarius, are waving and pouring out of the jar. The
bound, restricted “fishes” of the Piscean Age, are freed from narrow-minded fanatism, and the can
now co-operate intelligently, in unity, in the huge mouth of the southern Fish.
The Leo opposite Aquarius – interplay may produce crises and changes. Superficial self-assertion is
to be changed into humanitarian service, helped planets Uranus (Ray seven) and Jupiter (Ray two).
The Sign Aquarius is carrying Ray five onwards.
The tendency is towards new knowledge and insights about eternal truth. This is not the first time
our Solar System inclines towards Aquarius, but this time many people on Earth will be ready to
make the change, in this Sign of Man.
In the Zodiac, the Signs assure crosses and effects on three levels. This fact is going to become
more important in astrology. In a Cross one Sign is dominant. In the Fixed Cross Aquarius is the
“top”. Four large stars make this Cross: Formalhaut, Aldebaran (Taurus), Regulus (Leo) and
Antares (Scorpio).
Aquarius is another large Sign, containing many stars. Possibly, the stars forming a wavy line and
the jar, are significant conveyors, too, of the Aquarian energies. They are: Sadalsuud, Sadalmelic,
Gamma, Zeta and Eta. Funny how stars have got names from various languages and star gazers.
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Antares
Antares - A reddish giant star in Scorpio. The fifteenth brightest star in the sky.
The name “Antares” means Anti-Ares, > Mars’ opponent. But really, Mars is the planet-regent of
Scorpio. The tendency of both towards conflict, has a strong effect on developments in our world.
Aldebaran (Taurus) and Antares, two Ray four stars, are significant in Hercules’ fight and victory
over the nine headed Hydra. This is three times three trials, and several stars in Scorpio may partake
in this. The “turning point” can be achieved in this Sign, both by peoples and by individuals. When
the higher meats the lower, the Scorpion turns into a soaring Eagle.
The great Antares Creator God has at disposal a great many powers and insights.
One of the characteristic effects, Scorpio is having on intelligences in the surroundings, and on
people born in this Sign, is a stimulus towards strategic intelligence. The most famous strategic
geniuses known in our world, general Rommel and field marshal Montgomery, were born in the
Sign of Scorpio. Scorpio has a very good connection to Sirius.

Aldebaran
Aldebaran -Arabic: Al Dabaran = The Successor. In this case the name simply tells that the
Pleiades are the first to “rise”, followed by Aldebaran in Taurus. “Oculus Tauri” is more to the
point. Thus great star, again an aged red-orange one, the thirteenth brightest star, is much nearer in
distance, than the Hyades and the Pleiades. The bull is a good choice of animal, for the Sign,
Taurus. A powerful and persistent push, the horns protecting the one eye, Aldebaran, which has the
power to develop illumination and power of discrimination.
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The cosmic Bull has opened Its eye, shining down upon Earth where mankind needs Its Light at the
daily media lie bombardment. But this golden eye may also stimulate material desire, greed and
self-will. Do we strive to get the gold, or do we, can we, mobilize the higher will and achieve the
Light of illumination?
In the three horned Signs, well symbolized by the animals, the Ram, the Bull and the Alpine Ibex
(Capricorn), the two horns indicate duality, but when illumination of the mind is achieved, Their
united symbol is the Unicorn. The horns are now twined into one horn, piercing glamour and
illusion.

Pollux and Castor
Pollux and Castor – These two very significant stars mark the heads of the Twins (Gemini). The
orange Pollux is a bit nearer than Castor, which really is two blue-white stars and a small red star.
Of the two cosmic Brothers, Pollux is the immortal One, or higher Self, and Castor is the mortal,
personal self, simply expressed. But wait. In the Mutable Cross we have Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius
and Pisces. Here Gemini is the dominant Sign, strongly influencing this fourfold effect. It is an
interplay of constant movement, and of periodical changes, stimulating the development of
consciousness on many levels.
The Sign of Gemini is almost the apotheosis of polarity and duality in the Zodiac and surroundings.
This Sign is so flexible and versatile that It partakes in a great many astrological relations and
formations. The special effect of Gemini is really getting the dualities in the entire Zodiac into an
ever more fluid, gliding and magnetic interplay. The purpose is towards making the dualities into
unities. To this end it is useful that Gemini is on Ray two, of Love and Wisdom, as Love is the very
foundation of the Universe.
Planet Earth is strangely related to the Brother in Gemini whose Light is fading, whereas Venus is
related to the Brother whose Light is powerful. Fortunately Earth is having quite profound relation
to both Sirius and Venus and a line of relief: Sirius – Gemini – Mercury – Venus – Earth, is formed,
to lessen grief and pain on this planet of trouble.
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Arcturus
Arcturus – (Greek, “Bear Watcher”). This star is found in the constellation Bootes. Arcturus is
classified as a red giant and is the brightest star north of Equator. A rather near star.
To us, the Zodiac of twelve Signs is the most familiar grouping of “sky nations”. In the case of
Arcturus, it is not in the earthly catalog of starry astrological influences, for the time being. But the
Creator God of this star seems to be very powerful on the Cosmic Mental Plane.
The main influence here is from visiting or migrated humanlike intelligences from planets around
Arcturus. Just as we are also having groups from near Sirius and from the Pleiades, both in space
ship and on the ground among us, physically.
Some Arcturians and other aliens created dynasties in old Egypt. It may not be the loftiest
individuals who come to our little planet. Well, admittedly, this is appendage to the subject of stars,
but it may apply some clues to certain influences and events here. Most of the alien individuals
mixed into this melting pot, are here for mutual benefit. But the mentally developed ones are proud
and believe they are superior to original Earth people. Some of these alien groups are fixed on the
mental plane and cannot comprehend or believe in anything higher (or lower, like emotions).
The Arcturians appear to be really stuck on the mental level, as large parts of them do not have
emotions, and do not have connection to the spiritual planes, or understand the purpose of living on
physical Earth. They think: “We have the mind, so we are the gods and the rulers”. In old Egypt
they claimed the power and became Pharaohs who killed or initiated, as they saw fit.
Time is elastic, well, but in the nineties Arcturians and other peoples from space issued the message
that earthlings must be ready to be taken up into space ships, to ascend when the photon belt would
come in 1996, otherwise you were lost. People forget so quickly. Now a new attempt is building up
to make for mass ascension of marionette doll people in 2012. Another group test approaching. It
has been noticed that when Arcturians living on Earth, die, they most often go to a mental plane
mother ship, a sort of very pleasant haven, where they recover until next incarnation. The idea of
letting various groups of intelligences from other worlds mix with the basic Earth peoples, is mutual
learning and tolerance. The Creator Gods exert tremendous cosmic-mental power, in order to
perform Their works of manifestation and persistent meditation. One reason as to why so many
manlike and other intelligences get bound to the mental aspect is the spinoff or influence from this
activity of the local Creator Gods. The mental hurdle in all octaves of the universe, is the hardest
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one to surpass. If no compassion is developed, mind control regimes are often exerted on
populations which are being judged inferior.
From Arcturus , space fleets manned with headstrong individuals, have been travelling, happily free
from spiritual concern, to other worlds, to enforce their conception upon peoples there.

Betelgeuse
Betelgeuse – in this well-known, large constellation Orion, is another red giant, the tenth brightest
star. It is the relative proximity and old age that visually adds to its enormous size and luminosity.
Betelgeuse is far better known in astronomy than in astrology, but this star sun and it’s Creator God
are very advanced, evolutionary. The etheric body of the star is on the second cosmic-etheric plane,
also called the monadic plane. Our Solar System has Its etheric double on the fourth ether, the
intuitional plane, so here is a connection of numerical harmony, among other links.
Ca. ninety years ago, a Master Djwhal Khul stated that “Betelgeuse has directed Its attention
towards Earth”. An energy for higher psychic development was granted and flows via the Sign
Sagittarius, a rather psychic constellation Itself. Earth is the esoteric “regent” of this Sign. This
stimulus was made “publicly” available, though it has been used for long, at the training of future
planetary Logoi. But another and far greater energy transfer was made in ca. 2006, from the Logos
of Betelgeuse to our Solar Logos. Its duration was not much longer than a flash of lightning. There
is no travelling time for energies. The charge had the appearance of a mighty beam of white-golden
light, and almost giving the impression of an accolade, from a paternal Co-Creator.
Also from other Powers and Councils, our Solar System is receiving help to get repaired and
vitalized on all levels. On Earth stronger solar radiations are being felt. The duration of a sun, some
billions of years, or, in the East, 100 years of Brahma, compares with one incarnation of a microcosmos which is a human being.
To give an idea of proportion, it is many hundred, or rather thousand times Brahma’s hundred
years, since Creator Gods of stars like Betelgeuse, Sirius or Antares, were human beings.
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Draco
Draco. The Dragon. The constellation Draco is twisted almost halfway around Polaris, but as most
of the stars in Draco are small or mixed with the background, it is difficult to see, except for the
four stars that make the Dragon’s head. Several stars in Draco are double –or triple stars, and not all
of them are in play in the main energy, as far as we know. But some invisible etheric or astral stars
may add to the fiery effect.
A look into an old case concerning this dragon energy which is cosmic Kundalini (creative Fire):
Our Solar Logos, another Logos and the lesser Heavenly Man, our Planetary Logos, are entangled
into a karmic matter about wielding this Power. And this is the origin of the snake religions and the
concept of the “Dragons of Wisdom”. Draco also supplies this Creative Fire to a so-called Cosmic
Logos Who contains ours and six other solar systems (plus some stars of minor importance). Our
Sun and Logos is one of the seven main centers in this “Body”.
When the Beneficent Dragons, Who are the Masters of Wise Compassion, after having taken six or
more initiations, get released from Earth Service, by Sanat Kumara, They get encountered by a Gate
(of electric nature) which, figuratively described, is a green dragon in front of a flaming sun,
carrying a weight scale. Behind and above are two pillars and a closed door. A last test. This is the
energy from Draco, through the dual Sign Libra. This is also the main source that sustains the entire
Hierarchy of Masters. The initiate/candidate goes through some further revelations and decisions,
and can now either continue within the higher levels of Earth Service, or enter Solar Service.
The energy of Libra can only enter the Solar System through the Soul Lotus of the Logos. These
bits of information again have the purpose of showing that all energies are being consciously
directed and maintained, by the co-working Creator Gods and all Their helpers.
Also the Pleiades are transmitters of energies from Draco.
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Alcyone
Alcyone – the most outstanding star in the Pleiades, is very beneficent to Earth and Its more
developed humans, in the furtherance of individuality an intelligence. Alcyone is in a triangle with
Aquarius and Humanity on Earth. Also the other stars in Pleiades, plus the small group, the Hyades,
are very good influences of similar kind. All the above mentioned stars are exponents of the
feminine side of the Creator, Brahma and the Holy Spirit.
Conclusion
It may help the idea of a conscious and functional Cosmos, if we think of steps or levels of the
relatively near families of stars. The loftiest Zodiac known here abouts is partially known, as Great
Bear, Sirius, Pleiades, Draco and one “group” Logos are reckoned with , but there are more.
The more known Zodiac which, for the time being, is made up of twelve Signs. Next come the
planets in our Solar System. For all the stars that have influence on Earth, it applies that planetary
beings, adepts and even large gatherings of people, can strengthen or fade the incoming streams.
Also it is necessary often to shield against intruding, spontaneous or consciously harmful energies,
or floods of force which our Solar System passes through, on Its path through space.
Look, here we are, on the physical shore of the Universe. The wondrous stars and worlds we can
see, are only the very densest part of Creation that rolls onto the “beach”, later to bounce back
towards more subtle Realms.
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